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The purpose of this paper is to provide the Primary Care Commissioning Committee
with a general update on Major Digital initiatives for Sheffield CCG as well as
regionally. It is not intended to be an all-encompassing list of all activities being
undertaken.
Key Issues
Is your report for Approval / Consideration / Noting
For consideration.
Recommendations / Action Required by the Primary Care Commissioning
Committee
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to consider the contents of
the paper
Governing Body Assurance Framework
Which of the CCG’s objectives does this paper support?
1. To improve patient experience and access to care.
2. To improve the quality and equality of healthcare in Sheffield.
3. To ensure there is a sustainable, affordable healthcare system in Sheffield.
4. To work with Sheffield City Council and other partner organisations to reduce
health inequalities in Sheffield.
Are there any Resource Implications (including Financial, Staffing etc)?
Note the funding implications of Office 365 detailed in the paper.
Have you carried out an Equality Impact Assessment and is it attached?
Not required at this stage
Have you involved patients, carers and the public in the preparation of the
report?
Not needed at this stage
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There are several digital projects listed below at various stages of deployment/planning.
The paper will give a brief overview of the status of these schemes.
1. HSCN – Health and Social Care Network
Project benefits –





The HSCN circuits being installed are newer technology and provider faster speeds
for IT systems.
The replacement network is essential to maintain access to NHS National systems
for CCG’s and GP practices.
Provides opportunities to share networks with other health and social care
organisations for example STH staff could use a GP practice or CCG network
without additional cost.
Improved network security provided by HSCN.

Workstream Update
N3 to HSCN migrations in Sheffield have continued despite the challenges as a result
of Covid19. Sheffield CCG have 9 GP Sites remaining across the GP practice estate.
These remaining sites are the most challenging ones for reasons ranging from the
available technology in that postcode, being non CCG owned buildings. The other
main issue with migrating these sites is BT open reach engineer’s reluctance to enter
GP practice sites due to Covid. The NHS digital HSCN programme board and our
supplier Redcentric are aware of the situation daily reports are sent for escalation.
Currently there are 8% of NHS sites nationally still not migrated to HSCN and the N3
network cessation date remains the end of August. After this time NHSE/I will be
charged £100k per day nationally to retain N3 connectivity and have stated this will be
funded by cuts to budgets of NHS organisations still on the N3 network. While we are
progressing with migrations due to the issues outlined above some sites may not be
migrated to HSCN in time. In order to address this risk we are working with our
suppliers to procure interim solutions that we are hopeful NHS Digital will fund in order
to ensure Sheffield CCG are not exposed to a proportion of these costs. The table
below outlines sites still to migrate across the Sheffield estate as of the 7/7/20.
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CCG

Site Name

NHS Sheffield CCG

Student Health at SHU / SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY MEDICAL
CENTRE (BRANCH)

NHS Sheffield CCG

PORTER BROOK MEDICAL CENTRE

NHS Sheffield CCG

University Health Service / UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE

NHS Sheffield CCG

Nethergreen Surgery / NETHERGREEN SURGERY

NHS Sheffield CCG

Richmond Surgery / RICHMOND ROAD SURGERY

NHS Sheffield CCG

DARNALL HEALTH CENTRE (MEHROTRA)

NHS Sheffield CCG

The Crookes Practice / CROOKES PRACTICE

NHS Sheffield CCG

SHEFFIELD GP ACCESS CENTRE

NHS Sheffield CCG

Manor Health Clinic

2. Covid19 Digital Response
The emergency situation created by Covid19 and the impact on services has required
a massive digital response, most notably providing the technology to enable GP and
corporate services to continue while colleagues are in lockdown and in the context of
social distancing. While the CCG does have a mobile working solution for corporate
staff and GP’s it requires CCG laptops and the laptop numbers were nowhere near
sufficient in terms of numbers needed to meet the needs caused by lockdown. Also the
CCG had limited capability for virtual meetings only some limited audio conferencing
capability.
Microsoft teams – NHS Digital enabled Teams licencing for all NHS Mail accounts, this
was quickly configured enabling CCG’s and GP’s to have video conference calls as
well as share files with any other organisation using NHS Mail. The table below give a
breakdown of MS teams usage across Sheffield CCG. This sample data shows there
have been over 16k team meetings between mid-April and July, with a maximum 421
teams users live over the same time period.

Row Labels
2020-04-13
2020-04-21
2020-04-27
2020-05-01
2020-05-10
2020-05-16
2020-05-23
2020-05-30
2020-06-06
2020-06-12
2020-06-26
2020-07-04

NHS SHEFFIELD CCG
Sum of Teams Active
Users
284
300
297
315
287
308
321
286
421
353
346
353

Sum of
Calls
736
914
799
892
703
868
813
625
851
1033
1026
945

Sum of
Meetings
862
1244
1203
1326
1114
1334
1574
1025
1572
1731
1624
1755
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Laptops – All laptops available whether GPIT or corporate were deployed in the first
7 days; The CCG ordered an additional 300 laptops with NHS England also
providing an additional allocation of laptops. Between the 23rd March and the end of
May an additional 743 laptops have been issued mostly to PCN’s and some direct
to GP practices in support of remote working in primary care.
Away from my desk – Sheffield CCG purchased 100 licences of this solution which
allows a home device (laptop/Tablet) to remotely connect to a desktop in a GP
practice or Redford hospital; Approximately 50 of these have been used by
Sheffield CCG.
The IT service have also been allocated by NHSE 100 Virtual smartcard licences
that removes the need and dependency on a physical card, card reader and
simplifies setup and security, So far 25 of these licences have been used in
Sheffield with the remaining being deployed in the next few weeks.
The service has also expedited the HSCN migration at Barnsley HQ at Hilder house
this was so that additional capacity and resilience could be configured for the CCG
mobile working solution.
To provide additional support for Mobile working and Covid response the CCG
retained 4 additional fixed term contractors until the end of June.
Bassetlaw, Barnsley and Sheffield CCG’s have also been put forward as first of
type for the trial of internet first of access to System Once which is the national
program to enable access to System One from any web browser, however at this
time does not allow Spine access.
Embed contract and BBS IT Service Go live
The new service launch went live on the 1 April with all systems available without
any service disruption. All contracts have been migrated and a embed have
refunded the CCG for any contracts that ceased before March or extended beyond
March 2020. Any invoices for outstanding projects have been signed off with
Embed.
All Tupe measures have now been completed incident free aside from a few minor
payroll issues which were resolved in May. Key systems continue to be developed
Including the Service desk self-service portal Ivanti and Solar winds infrastructure
Monitoring tools. Due to Covid19 and Staff issues we have not yet implemented the
On Call process this is expected to be implemented in August.
BBS IT - Business as usual reporting
Despite Covid19 IT have been able to provide almost 100% of the usual service
expected the only changes made is we have been forced to reduce are site visits
for all non-essential works and we have been posting replacement smart cards to
users from home. As IT are traditionally accustomed to mobile working the
business change impact on IT has been minimal. We have now commenced site
visits following guidance from infection control and with appropriate PPE.
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Service desk
Call volumes - The table below gives the call volumes for Sheffield for the first 3
months of the new IT service, Since the 1st April 65% of all calls to the new shared
service have been for Sheffield CCG.

Sheffield Answered
Sheffield Abandoned
Sheffield Answered > 2 mins
Sheffield Abandoned >2 mins
Sheffield KPI

April

May

June

1178

1103

1591

169

42

206

25

36

368

7

14

109

97.62%

95.63%

73.46%

Ivanti calls – The table below gives a breakdown of calls for May and June (April is
not shown as the reporting was not configured due to Covid pressures on IT
resources)

This table shows a Heat map of call activity

8 - 8:59:59
9 - 9:59:59
10 - 10:59:59
11 - 11:59:59
12 - 12:59:59
13 - 13:59:59
14 - 14:59:59
15 - 15:59:59
16 - 16:59:59
17 - 17:59:59
18 -18:30

Monday
30.4
33.6
37.8
17.8
10.4
12.6
12.4
11.4
7.6
1.6
0
175.6

Tuesday
27.8
19.6
17.4
15
11.4
16.4
10
11
9
2.2
0
139.8

Wednesday
11.5
16.25
13.5
11.25
6.5
10.75
11
13
6.75
1
0
101.5

Thursday
14.25
18.25
10
12.75
8.5
8.75
9.5
11.5
5.5
1
0.25
100.25

Friday
20.75
17.75
11.25
10.25
9.75
10.75
6.25
9.75
4.75
2
0.5
103.75
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The first 2 months of the service incident KPI was achieved however in April an
Increased volume of phone calls has led to this KPI being missed. April saw a
28.6% increase of phone calls rising from 1906 to 2452. The heat map also
indicates that this increase occurred mainly at specific times. Examples are the
Monday 8-11 in June we averaged 101 calls during this period whilst April was 44
and May 38. Daily averages were also up. With Monday again as the example
rising by 68% on the previous April peak from 101 - 175
Mitigation - Increased call activity related to Major incidents impacting Remote
working and HSCN. There were also initially issues at the start of the month due to
the system alerting not alerting engineers to calls that are nearing breach. The
following mitigating are now being actioned:





Service desk team lead Recruitment being prioritised
Field service team team lead monitoring queue and ensuring engineers
availability at peaks
HSCN issues now believed resolved
Remote working demand to be reviewed and understood as part of demand
analysis

Major incident data
May – There were 4 major incidents relating to supplier changes these issues have
been raised with the supplier.

June – There were 9 unconnected priority 1 incidents raised appropriate
remediation action has been taken where appropriate.
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3. GP IT
Funding 2020/21
We have submitted our outline bids for schemes for this year however given the
massive digital spend as response for COVID-19 we are expecting a much reduced
allocation this financial year. However the schemes submitted include:







Refresh/Breakfix/Growth – £555,000
Primary care switch replacement – £450,000
(The Primary care network infrastructure on GP sites is end of life and needs to be
replaced)
UPS replacements - £25,000
(UPS these devices provide backup power to IT equipment in the event of mains
power outage)
GPIT Wi-Fi – £170,000

Refresh and Windows7 2019/20
Completion of the refresh and Windows7 to Windows10 project has been challenging
due to Covid and access to GP practice. There is a significant amount of hardware in
722 estate to replace, however there is limited remaining to refresh in the GP estate
due to a larger refresh programme from 2018/19 funding.
4. Office 365
The end of support for Microsoft Office 2010 been signposted for some time. Microsoft
Office 2010 was historically funded nationally, but both go ‘End of Life’ on the 13th
October 2020 and must be replaced with new versions at a cost to each organisation
although some funding may be available for primary care. Funding bids have been
submitted for primary care requirements. There will not be any extended support
beyond this date so this software must be upgraded to meet Cyber Security
compliance, and to be able to use documents created in newer versions of Microsoft
Office. A national deal N365 has been procured which offers discounted Microsoft
licencing at reduced costs. The national deal provides a vast array of capabilities with
strategic links to the digital requirements set out in the NHS long term plan. Some key
capabilities include:
Retaining NHS Mail.
Online and desktop versions of MS Office suite.
Software deployment and Mobile device management.
Cloud storage in the form of MS Sharepoint and OneDrive.
Enhanced security features.
Collaboration and interoperability capabilities as part of NHS Shared tenant
Financial implications – Assuming Central funding is made available and our ETTF bid
is approved the N365 deal will cost as per option 2 in the table below over 3 years. If
central funding is not approved the costs will be in total £976,127.24 for Primary care
over 3 years.
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Sheffield Primary care
Sheffield Corporate (ICS included)

Option 1
Option 2
0.00
216,820.80
151,286.40
196,646.40

5. Online consultations
Online consultation became a mandatory requirement of GP’s core contract from
31/03/2020. A procurement across Sheffield, Barnsley, Bassetlaw and Doncaster
resulted in Doctorlink being the successful provider and throughout 2019/2020 and into
early 2020/2021 rollout was completed. At present there are two practices in the city
not offering online consult although this is expected very imminently. Three practices
have opted to pay for their own provider, namely Ask My GP.
Activity levels within the service vary widely by practice depending on how they wish to
utilise the services with some asking patients wherever possible to use the service and
others simply offering it through the Doctorlink app. NHSE asked very early in the
Covid-19 crisis that a ‘total triage’ model should be implemented to keep patients and
practices safe and a key part of this was the implementation of online consult where
possible.
The latest figures show that activity has varied significantly since the first practice went
live last September but at present over 5,000 consultations have been completed in
Sheffield and despite a drop off in April the assessments are once again picking up
which is reflective of the current situation across primary care generally.

6. GP Wi-Fi
The CCG continues to work to get all practices operational with both staff and patient
Wi FI and are working with our provider Daisy to bring this to a speedy resolution.. As
such Daisy have agreed to take a new baseline of completion from April 2020 and
where practices are not active they have agreed to visit these to provide repairs where
needed.
What has become clear during this recalibration is that in many cases the access
points are working however there are not enough to cover the larger sites and as such
there may be an additional piece of work required to increase the range of staff access
to Wi Fi, particularly with the increased use of remote access devices.
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Activity with the Wi Fi in operation has seen a significant decrease over the course of
2020 which is reflective of the reduction of staff working on site and patients attending
as well as the shortened time that patients are sat in the waiting room. The IT team will
continue to review this data to identify trends, opportunities and potential issues.
7. Recommendations / Action Required by the Primary Care Commissioning
Committee
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to consider the contents of
the paper.

Paper prepared by: Adam Lavington, Deputy Director of IT on behalf of Brian Hughes
Date 7 Jul 2020
Acronyms used within the report
HSCN – Health and social Care Network.
N3 – Legacy old NHS health network
SQL Server – Microsoft Database server product.
RAS – Remote access services
VPN – Virtual private network (means remote access solution)
Black Box Server – Servers used in GP practices for a variety of functions including
storage, deploy software, Print management.
YHPSN – Yorkshire and Humber Public services network. The Body that completed the
HSCN network procurement.
SOP – Standard Operating procedures
Contact centre – Telephone system that incoming calls from GP practices are received
and managed. This system enables calls are queued, reports on performance to be
generated for example how long someone has been waiting as well as provide automated
messages.
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ITIL – IT infrastructure library this system is what the service desk record calls and
enables users to monitor the status of problems they have reported.
O365 – This is the new version Microsoft Office products.
N365 – This is the name for the NHS nationally negotiated deal on Microsoft
Office products.
BBSIT – Barnsley, Bassetlaw and Sheffield shared IT service.
Ivanti – The new service desk software for recording IT issues and enabling users to reset
their own password and log faults online.
Solarwinds – IT software that monitors servers and connections to GP practices to
ensure they are withing performance tolerance and connected to HSCN
MS – Microsoft
Sharepoint – Shared cloud storage, should be considered like an M: drive enabling files
and folder access form anywhere that has an internet connection.
OneDrive – Personal cloud storage, should be considered like a H: drive enabling files
and folder access form anywhere that has an internet connection
UPS – Universal Power supply this is a backup power unit that will activate if a site loses
mains power.
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